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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Henry Medina V. has contributed to the dictionary with 91 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 www.wordmeaning.org
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1
The unit symbol, synonym of individuality, first, of self-centeredness and loneliness.

ablando
Action and effect of soften, make smooth the texture of something. Example: Break the beans with water.

abrumado
Overwhelmed with some weight or work which a person lives is by excessive praise, attention or ridicule.

aprensible
You can learn, for its ease of knowledge it is easy to intuir intellectually.

atañe
Aspect that corresponds, belongs, affects, or is the responsibility of a particular topic.

atribulado
A person who is in a State of grief, sadness or grief.

autocorrectivo
Acts through which takes the initiative to correct the errors. It can be also interpreted as an automatic correction system.

autoctonista
It refers to the person who retains the traditions of a people or region, usually occurs in the field of folk
literature.Example: The writer Henry Medina is an autoctonista par excellence, because it gives relevance to their
culture and traditions of wedge.

autoformacion
Concerning the work of intellectual structuring making a person by their own means, synonym of self-taught, without
having to resort to the Academy. They are generally knowledge without titles. It should be checked for his accent in the
last syllable.

ávidamente
Which occurs greedily, with eager or intense desire.

bibliologo
Person specializing in the world of books.

bicroma
Related to two colors.

bubosito



It is delicate and soft. Example: My house sofa is well bubosito to rest.

celopata
Sick with jealousy, whose pathology can lead it to extreme behaviors of aggressiveness. This word suffers error in his
writing, as the tilde on the or must be marked to find its meaning in the pronunciation. Celopata.

civilismo
Regarding civilization, especially to the social world of the common people, not belonging to any military or military order
logo. It is also relative to the civilized world, i.e. adjusted to human behavior morally honest, tolerant and participatory;
diametrically different to barbarism.

consensualismo
Action and effect of identified ideologically and plural society. Agreement, understanding, harmony in the decisions.
Antonym: Dissent, whose philosophical conception means that: "The only thing that we agree, it is that we we disagree
".

cosmobiologicos
Regarding the universality of life, and the characteristics of every living being as a microcosm to macrocosm. Reflection
of the creation.

cosmocentrica
Figuratively to refer to the central area of the universe; that is, the center of a whole.

cuchicara
Said was a too narrow and abandoned home. Synonym for hovel.

enervado
Gallicism denoting the State of irritation or nervousness that suffers a person.

esta puntu punchua
Typical term of the Ecuadorian region, and refers to the tip of a diverted or damaged tool.

estriba
Place where rests the weight of one thing on another solid and firm.

fitogenicos
Bacteria and other elements involved as pests causing diseases in human beings.

formante topo
Specialized equipment for drilling soils

fraticida
Error in the pronunciation of the word fratricide, which refers to a person who has been killed by his own brother.



gogle
Do colloquial way of doing harassment of ridicule a person who due to lack of knowledge, incorrectly pronounce the
word Google.Ejemplo: already opened your gogle online?

gonico
Round figure denoting depth

guapilla
Traditional way of telling a woman that is characterized by its strength and fortitude.

harapos
Related to old clothes, usually to persons in a State of destitution. Also concerning plurally last liquor coming from the
distillation of wine without force.

henchido
It is fully loaded.

huegos
In the vulgar language, bumps in the skin caused by blows.

infulas
Write error, tilde should be marked on its first syllable: airs. It usually refers to the presumption of importance and vanity.

integralidad
Concerning the adj. global or total; It also has regard to the configuration of some foods, which is made with rich in bran
flour.

interculturalidad
In sociology is called the inercambio of native customs of various cultures, traditions, folklore, gastronomy etc.

intersecretaria
Employment relationship that occurs in the interior of the Secretaries or Secretaries field, also fits the term
intersecretariado.

intraindividual
Term to refer to the inner part of each individual, or individuality when it comes to something different to humans.

intransigible
That is you can allow, accept or tolerate.

intrapersonal
You say of a State or situation which is immersed within a person.



lingivero
Person in charge of controlling the passage of public by a restricted place.

lucecilla
Term to refer to a small light

majuche
Derogatory term to identify a person, haciedola feel like something degrading human treatment. Also used for a
traditional grotesque in Central America folklore. Example: Here comes the majuche with his family.

malitagua
It refers to the moments of anguish and difficulties experienced by a person in their daily living. Example: these
malitaguas accompanying you, going to ruin.

megafauna
Very extensive Treaty on wildlife.

microecosistema
Concerning a small community composed of a set of interrelated beings and by any means live.

monadico
Related to person, animal or thing small, delicate and pretty; Referring also to gesture or funny gesture.

monologico
Related to a singular person. In the performing and literary arts, refers to the thinking aloud of a person for herself or to
other persons not involved.

mormificar
Reduce to scale a model

ñengoso
It refers to a slight incompatibility contrast by combining two different liquids.

omitologia
A treatise on the art of skip behavior human, especially in the field of criminal law, when it comes to crime by action or
omission; in other words, not act when it had a duty to do so.

ourilar
Listen carefully to a thing, study and analysis of the elements comprising a matter

paleoindio
Refers to a time very ancient to the indigenous race of America.



para q sirve
This is a question with misspelling in your writing, trying to abbreviate the word " what " replacing it with the q.En
essence that this question does, is look for the reasons why something was done or manufactured, its raison d ' être or
service provided.

paradojicamente
Form occurs or develops a fact that causes an at least apparent contradiction between two things or ideas.

paraneras
Concerning native women in the areas of the Paraná in Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil.

pasismo
related to the steps. Usually in cycling is called pasista to riders who do very well in the flat terrain.

pecuarias
Concerning the activities of livestock in female gender.

perguetano
Synonym of centurion or sheriff of ancient Rome, belonging to the imperial guard and who collaborated in the handling
of the rebels.

pertinencia medica
It refers to everything that relates specifically to the medical part, which she belongs and is fully part of it.

piuli
Humorous and enjoyable form of a thin person who you want to call.Example: My piuli is all love.

pluriculturalidad
It refers to the participatory involvement of different cultures in a society. Cultural heterogeneity of a people; also part of
the social acculturation arriving by the mass media, as snobbery.

poner en boca de alguien
It is the fact comment on a topic to another person so that she deal with it or raise. It is also an idea to give someone
else know and speak or take it for her.

posclasico
Referring to the time after the classic.

posrevolucionario
It refers to the time after a moment or revolutionary period. Example: with the fall of the Berlin Wall began a new social
stage in the German revolution.

posterno



It refers to the later time of a fact.Example. In the posterno to the times of war, people rose again from its ashes.

premorbido
Previous state to suffer or cause illness. Also synonymous with a hard and winding State.

que e sel co digo
There is simply an error in its writing, refers to the 34 question; what is the code 34. And a code is a system of signs to
identify a message, also, is a collection of rules laid down by the legislator.

quedarse de piedra
Figurative way of identifying a person who does not act, which bypasses intervene and stays reliably, making only an
appearance and nothing more.

rebelarse
Conduct of a person difficult to address or overcome opposition. Attitude of rebellion.

requerido
That is sought, asked for or requested.

reses
Plural sense to describe a group of cattle. Example: Carcasses that today lead to the slaughterhouse.

resignificar
It is change or find a new meaning to one thing. It will also give a new interpretation to what is already known.

retiemble
It's back to shake.

retroalimentacion
Action and effect of feed again. Example: To give a teaching for those who failed to assimilate its contents. These word
writing suffers from the accent on the last syllable. Feedback.

salvataje
Reference to an act or action aside from the standards established and recognized by a society.

satanisados
The sense is a pejorative way stigmatize things, showing them that they have had involvement of the demon. However,
suffers this word in a spelling error, being its correct spelling: Scapegoater.

sicuas
Refers to the corners of an abandoned house.Example: The sicuas of the ranch are very deteriorated.



sidipsia
Asolapada and wrong intentionally form a person to interfere in issues that it is not, and which have not participated
you.Example: with this sidipsia you have, how will not know what is happening in the neighborhood?

signismo
It is the art of using signs graphically in a writing

sitiera
It refers to the person who frequents a place or a place, points of meetings to talk friend 40 groups; ) s. example: A Olga
always find after the 4 in the corner four winds.

socioafectivo
In the field of social psychology it is known as the appreciation that is a public person by his works and what it
represents for a society.

strom boot
It is the starting of a machine with too much power

subyace
That is under something.

supraindividual
Above the individuality. Denotes a higher form of Act the individual, conforms to the egocentric person.

supraordinación
When a person who exercises power over others, have to conform to orders higher and irreversible, as for example a
ruler undergo a made superior of nature, such as an earthquake, a flood, a cyclones etc.

tamizaje
Action and effect through a silk, mesh or strainer a particular liquid.

tensidad
Degree of stretching of one thing. It also relates to the State of anxiety, impatience or emotional tension of a person.

textileria
It is an error in your writing, lacks the tilde in your second I. With this correction, refers to fabrics and the fabrics industry.
Textile art.

torjano
Dominican term to identify the place where stretches of drying tobacco leaves.

toturra
Farm in the Southeast region of Colombia, refers to a person of stature, and body width.



trempera
synonymous with strength and virility, aggressiveness and strength.

tugurización
Urban situation in which houses small, dirty and neglected, or bad reputation are proliferating. Raised in big cities and
they are part of the belts of misery.


